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Abstract: The adaptive education frameworks within e-learning platforms are designed to ensure that each learner's learning experience differs. To provide adaptive e-learning programs and research materials adapted to adaptive learning, this type of educational approach attempts to integrate the ability to understand and identify the unique needs of an individual in the context of learning with the skills needed to use suitable learning pedagogy and to improve the learning process. Thus, designing realistic student profiles and templates based on an overview of their affective states, level of experience, and individual personality traits and abilities is essential. The data collected can then be used and used effectively for the creation of an adaptive learning system. These learner models can be used in two ways once learned. The first is to educate the pedagogy of the integrated educational method suggested by the experts and designers. The second objective is to provide the framework dynamic self-learning ability based on teachers and students' behaviours to build effective pedagogy and adapt e-learning environments automatically according to pedagogies. Artificial intelligence algorithms can, for various reasons, be useful, including their ability to improve and mimic human reasoning and decision-making (learning-teaching model) and to reduce the source of uncertainty in order to achieve an effective background of learning. These leadership skills ensure progress for both the learner and the system over the lifelong learning process. In the following document, we present a survey on growing and relevant issues in the field of artificial intelligence algorithms, their advantages and drawbacks (fuzzy logic and A priori algorithm), as well as the importance of using these strategies to make e-learning system smarter and more efficient.
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1. Introduction

Often researchers in education technologies use social media knowledge to address questions about patterns, teamwork or learning networks. The field of study in education data mining is emerging with a variety of analytical and psychological tools and analysis approaches to understanding students' knowledge [1].

A new machine assisted immersive learning approaches and cognitive learning software, simulations and games have made it easier for student knowledge to be obtained and analyzed, patterns and innovations found in these data and new ideas about how to identify and interpret students. Online learning data may be aggregated over vast numbers of students and can contain several variables to be tested for model structures by data mining algorithms [2]. Just as early as online output identification, data mining included mining website log data [3] before time efforts to learn, but now more advanced, mechanical and complicated online learning methods offer more variety of knowledge. The mining of educational data typically leads to the reduction of learning to small parts, which can be evaluated and then shaped by adapting applications to the learner [4].

Figure (1): E-learning system [1]
Student learning data obtained by online learning systems was explored to build statistical models by using educational methods of data mining to identify data or discover links. These interpretations led to a role of framework integrated learning structures in which modifications or strategies based on model standards can be used to alter the behaviors of students or also to suggest additional instructional resources to improve the learning of students. The fact that education data are hierarchical is a significant and special aspect. Data are accompanied by the keystroke stage, the response process, the session stage, the student stage, the teacher stage, the professorial and the teacher level[5],[6].

![Figure (2): Simulation of E-learning [5]](image)

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are seen as useful instruments because they are able to build and mimic people's decision-making processes. Related AI methods are used in integrated education programs. There are Fuzzy Logic, Decision Trees, Neural Networks, Bayesian Networks and Genetic Algorithms and Models of Hidden Markov [7]. In this article we address several approaches in A.I that are used for e-learning such as fuzzy logic (FL) and A prior algorithms.

### 2. Techniques of Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic emerges as a tool for interpreting and controlling data more tightly than other mathematical and analytical methods [8].

When they become fuzzy, i.e. all that basically belongs to a category, the values are no longer smooth (i.e. precise). Such logic uses Fuzzy Sets, which are collections whose membership degrees are elements of [9], to represent and exploit this type of ambiguity. With this base, fuzzy logic makes close abstract reasoning and programming to other types of human thought. This is a good function for learning environments, because their details and findings of study are related to individual behavior. Effective statistical representation of them allows it simpler to get more accurate and understandable performance. The best established Fuzzy approaches used in e-learning programs are briefly discussed in this chapter. It analyzes their core properties in terms of explanation, information handling and overall implementation. [10]

#### 2.1 Fuzzy Inferences:

The system that maps its inputs to outputs using the fuzzy set theory. It seeks to represent the rationale behind personal language interpretation for the representation of questions of judgment, make choices and behave, consequently. A FIS has whimsical guidelines for designing the problem to be solved. These laws are of the IF-THEN type, which are connected to sets inclusion. A standard fuzzy rule is: “if u is A then v is C,” Here A and C become fuzzy sets defined in the u and v ranges respectively. [11]

#### 2.2 Fuzzy Logic:

Fuzzy Logic for simulation Concept theory explores the creation and classification of constructs under mathematical logic. Various approaches and families have been applied for constructing these frameworks; one of them is the fuzzy logic. Fuzzy computing is a relatively recent approach to the design of simulation structures. It uses metaphors based on Fuzzy logic predicates to explain machine behavior in a qualitative manner. A fuzzy model describes the structure of Fuzzy sets, represented as Fuzzy numbers and correlated of linguistic definitions. See models promote the integration of established knowledge into the modeling framework. At the same time, human experts will quickly understand their expertise and result s. [11]

#### 2.3 Fuzzy Recommendation logic:

Recommendation frameworks were designed to include suggestions. Typically, they function with many clients, processing domain related artifacts and user profiles for metadata [12][13]. Using this knowledge, able proposes a set of \( D=\{d_1, \ldots, d_n\} \) objects to a user, which may be the most
important according to the interests of the user. There must be a way to process details about users’ interests in order to build a suggestion framework. Such preferences are based on a collection of basic assumptions \( A = \{A_1, \ldots, A_n\} \). For any item in collection \( D \) the truth of each of these statements may be calculated.

2.4 **Fuzzy Ontology:** Ontology is a Topic Conceptualization specificities. It describes to knowledge using multiple forms of definition hierarchies. These definitions are defined as classes of properties, becoming the instances of certain classes of unique objects. Because ontology was condensed Description of Domain Objects, it’s useful to reflect and argue with the context of e-learning systems. [14]

2.5 **Fuzzy Logic for Clustering:** the clustering in fuzzy is used in a variety of areas to accomplish fuzzy data structures. Any data component has to be grouped into one cluster in a classical clustering method. With the fuzzy view that data is collectively a part of more than one cluster. Fuzzy clustering algorithms by minimizing objective function determine an optimal grouping. This feature builds on a reference cluster. The model is a clusters center which is an example of the properties used to describe the architecture underlying it. That gap between the cluster center and a given data is the degree to which the later’s membership: it increases as the distance from the cluster center decreases. [15][16][17]

![Fuzzy Logic Architecture](image)

3. **Fuzzy Logic for E-learning systems**

Often learning environments face several challenges when it comes to adjusting the learning process to and student’s individual needs, usability and value. This section explores how in current systems, various fuzzy methods shown in the above section were implemented to address some of these issues.

In e-learning applications, *Fuzzy inference* is implemented to provide data processing that is more similar to human rationale. As both teachers and students are not inherently data processing and interpretation experts, this is a critical feature of these classes. One of the first approaches used for Fuzzy logic in e-learning models was [18]. This learning experience was designed to reflect an appraisal framework. This evaluation was administered by educators with assistances from their learners. All of this material is rather imprecise and the fuzzy logic helps it to be computationally set out. This novel emphasis was analyzed in [19] by the same writers several years later.

They proposed a method called TAPS for assessing candidates, which, through fuzzy logic, adds affiliation degrees to the language marks. In this way too, structures such as Sherlock II[20] and the MDF tutor[21] use fuzzy representations and rules set to classify, articulate and change the ambiguity in the actions of students. The implementation of the BSS1 tutoring method in [22] and SYPROS[23] was developed with a fuzzy logic engine. It provides enhanced student learning management based on those strategies. Fuzzy connection rules are use in [24] to explain relationships within the various behavior habits of a learner, the measures regarded include the number of questions asked, the number of hours spent online and the number of articles viewed and written, inter alia. This research is achieved with the use of the Fuzzy technique to alter standard web logs. Fuzzy inferences are added which represent the assessments of the instructor. [25]

It helps conclude the knowledge-level and cognitive ability of students through the collection and analysis of membership features. Most ranking job is [26]. It reviewed the perspectives of experts to create a new approach for measuring academic achievement of the students. They applied data-driven fuzzy rule induction for this role, providing a fuzzy inference process and a related algorithm for rule induction. Most ranking job is [26]. It reviewed the perspectives of experts to create a new approach for measuring academic achievement of the students. They
applied data-driven fuzzy rule induction for this role, providing a fuzzy inference process and a related algorithm for rule induction. Further valuable tools in this sense are idea maps. It suggests a new approach for automatically constructing them in. [27]

It was eventually implemented in several methods of integrated learning. Fuzzy principles and logic methods are used in this work. It builds definition maps with them and assesses the degrees of significance of relationships between concepts. In this line too, several articles [28][29][30][31] directed to student assessment were provided by the same scientists. Their key aim is to create the membership feature automatically, and fuzzy sets to fuzzy grading algorithms. [32][33].The writers suggest a Two-Stage Concepts Map Creation (TP-CMC) method to create the concept map automatically using the educators’ historical test data. In the first step, the fuzzy logic has importance; where it is implemented for transform the values of the test records into symbolic results. The Data Mining method is used in this process to identify the laws of grade fuzzy interaction. In the second step, the writers apply several laws in actual learning scenarios according to their findings.

In [34], separate fuzzy models were introduced by the authors for students to receive two measures to determine an intelligent learning technology. In this analysis, fuzzy sets of rules determine the importance of the learning strength of cognitive components, which define of change the fuzzy values. In [35] the researchers define a new hierarchical model for expressing user position during navigation in multimedia tutoring systems. A fluid algebraic structure that relies on cognitive variables is the basis of this model. It allows the creation of an use interface that can be viewed whatever the final mission.

More researcher paradigm is implemented in [36]. A typical implementation of fuzzy techniques is the suggestion method. As noted earlier, this reasoning is well adapted to answer the needs of the consumers. Also used fuzzy logic in [37] to model the material of the learners and an e-learning scheme. The writers have recommended using the rationale to actively propose learning experiences like personalization and interactive functionality in this educational framework. The modeling of student clusters is another method. To this end, for the representation of each category, the analysis in [38] considers fuzzy numbers linked to student attributes defined by their cardinality. Consider the resemblance between a student’s dominant characteristics and the top graded category attributes to build customized recommender framework for new applicants.

The use of fuzzy ontology is an example of in [39]. The developers suggested a contribution within fuzzy domain ontology with a novel definition of a map-generating method. Fuzzy connections are defined for these reasons the relationships between objects, classes, and attributes. This questionable ontology requires model maps to be created automatically. The feedback for them comes from the details in various pedagogical systems provided by the students. The resulting maps help the educators to research the success of the students.

Another consideration for e-learning systems in the field of educational data mining is the classification of learners according to their behavior. The aim is classified them into particular groups that are described by profiles of the learner. In e-learning environments this approach facilitates decision-making. An example of such work occurs in [40]. The researcher used various fuzzy clustering methods (e.g. fuzzy c-means) to determine the groups of the learners and estimate the profiles of them. They also build their experiments in used the Fuzzy Clustering Models. It should be noticed in the review of their findings that fuzzy methods performed better than traditional methods in table (1) we comparison between the many fuzzy logic techniques in e-learning and summaries of those.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Fuzzy Methods</th>
<th>E-learning systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[18], [19], [28], [29], [30], [31], [21], [22], [48]</td>
<td>Fuzzy inference, bubbling set theory, bubbling distributions, bubbling rules, bubbling rule deduction, bubbling reasoning strategies</td>
<td>Structures of assessment, adaptive learning structures, systems of collective learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]</td>
<td>Networks of intelligence, algorithms of learning, IT networks, immersive curriculum systems</td>
<td>Concept Maps, data mining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4- Apriori Algorithms

The Apriori algorithm is used to identify teacher-subject relationships, teacher and class, etc. For association rule mining, Apriori is an algorithm. It was planned in 1994 by Rakesh Agrawal [41]. This algorithm is known to function on databases which had multiple transactions and Entity Sets. To find relationships between different objects, the Apriori algorithm is used. It is called Study of the Consumer Basket. A collection of data has a lot of things, and is called an operation. Apriori’s output is the collection that tell us how of rules popular in sets are certain things. Apriori uses first quest for Breadth and allows a tree-like structure to powerfully count nominated item sets. Using the transaction database, Apriori carries out regular object sets after measuring the candidates. The apriori algorithm has three stages:

• **Generation of Candidates**

• **Finding frequent in the item sets**

• **Generation of Rules**

In the algorithm of Apriori for finding connections, few changes are made. The table Item Collection is split according to the target entry. The Apriori algorithm is implemented to find the relation for each sub-table [42]. Those goal entry item sets (e.g. instructor) and all other items that are best for the instructor are selected for which class, subject, semester, etc. Teacher-to-class associations, teacher-to-subject, teacher-to-semester associations and teacher-to-discipline associations are found using this algorithm. A database [43] is used for algorithm manipulation.

To find the frequent trend, connection or similarity in the transaction database, association rules are used. Basket Data Processing, Educational Data Mining, Sorting, Clustering etc. can be used in association rule mining. Apriori, Sampling, Partitioning & Parallel Algorithm are Association Rule algorithms. This section briefly mentions the Apriori Association Rule, Predictive Apriori Association Rule, Tertius Association Rule & Filtered Associator algorithm:

4.1 **Apriori Association Rule:** Apriori Association rule is used to mine patterns that are widely included in databases. The standard method used to quantify the principle of relation continuity is Support & trust:

• The X→Y association rule is endorsed by the percentage of transactions in the database containing XUY [44].
• Trust in the affiliation law is X→Y, the ratio of the number of transactions containing XUY to that containing X [45].

The words connected with this algorithm are [46] as follows:

• Daily collections of items: collections of items with limited assistance and Li for ith itemset.
• Apriori Property: Every frequent item set sub-set must be frequent.
• Join Operation: A set of candidate k-itemsets is generated by joining Lk-1 itself in order to find Lk.

• Join Step: Candidate item Ck is formed by joining Lk-1.

• **Prune Step:** Any (k-1)-itemset that is not frequent can not be a subset of a frequent kitemset The Apriori Association algorithm is given below[46]: in this section we use the Apriori Association algorithm to figure out the results, i.e. the best combination of courses, after the data stage has been pre-processed; The options available with the Apriori association rule algorithm are Weka, vehicle, class index, delta, lower bound minimum support, metric form, minimum metric, number of rules, output item sets, delete all missing columns, importance level, upper bound minimum support, verbose.
3.2 Predictive Apriori Association Rule: Support & confidence is merged into a single metric called predictive accuracy in a predictive Apriori rule algorithm. In order to generate the Apriori law of connection, this predictive accuracy is used. In Weka, this algorithm creates the best n association rule based on the chosen n person.

4.3 Tertius Association Rule: This algorithm considers the norm, in compliance with the validation measures [47]. It utilizes First Order Logic representation. It includes a variety of choices such as class index, description, validation threshold values, frequency threshold, horn clauses, missing values, negation, noise threshold, literal numbers, repeat literals, roc analysis, output values, etc.

4.4 Filtered Associator: This algorithm is a class for arbitrary associator execution on data passed through an arbitrary filter. The filter structure, like the associator, is based entirely on the training results, and the filter processes analyze instances without altering their layout. Here in this algorithm, the Apriori, Predictive Apriori & Tertius interaction rule algorithm can be considered.

All algorithms except the Filtered Associator, which uses the Apriori association rule algorithm, also give the association rules containing 'no.' The association rule containing 'yes' is given only by the filtered associator using the Apriori association rule algorithm, because we use the Apriori association law, that is to say the same outcome as the law algorithm for the Apriori community. Therefore we use the Apriori association law: algorithm to recommend the course to the student depending on the different choices taken by the student. The following figure will clarify such similarities between several algorithms with and without the Apriori algorithm.

4. Conclusions

The emphasis of this paper's analysis was used of fuzzy rule in these systems for E-learning and prior algorithms. Under the fuzzy model, we have chosen to research these structures as it is considered one of the principles that best reflect some element of human comprehension and purpose. Considering the context in which we function and the origins of the data, The justification that better addresses the personal way of thinking is supposed to be only one offers the best description of the topic at hand. We can find various methods under the paradigm of fuzzy logic, and all of them have been used in different parts of eLearning systems which promise good results. Observations are difficult to evaluate in the scope where we operate; there are no statistics or objective data. This also helps the e-learning data manipulation mechanisms work with qualitative performance. The parameters that define the attributes of a pupil can only be grouped into precisely one category in a traditional approach for classroom systems. Therefore a student will interpret actions in various forms, something that can be solved by muddled reasoning. That is why this logic suits so well with this kind of method, as it offers teachers and students the ability to reflect what they have historically worked with computational terms. The similarities between e-learning programs and the related Fuzzy framework can be explained.

Law of Association, Predictive Apriori Law of Association, Tertius Rule of Association & Filtered Associates. We need the algorithm as we propose the course, where the association rules consist only of "yes". So we compare...
these results using these four association rule algorithms & find that the Apriori Association Rule algorithm performs better than other association rule algorithms as it gives the association rule containing “yes” only.

**Table (2):** Evaluation of E-learning applications comparison using the related Fuzzy and Apriori method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ouafae and et al.[48]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>To perform our approach they use Felder-Silverman Model as LSM and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) as a clustering algorithm</td>
<td>The learners’ behavior data was collected from the E-learning platform of Sup’ Management Group. A total of 126 students participated to this study we collected 1235 sequences from the E-learning platform, which represent the learners’ behavior. The number of sequences varied from 1 to 35 sequences per students.</td>
<td>Accuracy of FCM algorithm is 96.89% for 200 iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdalena and et al.,[49]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>they implemented the Hadoop MapReduce Apriori algorithm to obtain association rules for student events in the Sakai LMS</td>
<td>they studied and analyzed a database containing 70 GB of UCAM student behavior information, including all available degree and master data</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio and et al., [50]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>They using decision trees and n fuzzy inference systems</td>
<td>an ex-post-facto research methodology was applied to 1084 university students, In this study Standard error 0.011 and estimation was 0.149 , the accuracy compute by (1-Standard error) was 98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Megahed and Ammar Mohammed, [51],</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>convolutional neural network (CNN) and a fuzzy system</td>
<td>The corpora of 12 learners contain 72 learning activities and 1735 data points of distinct emotional states</td>
<td>Accuracy of CNN was 67.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure (5): the result of accuracy](image-url)
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